Nelson Primary School
Inspiring Ambition, Achieving Success
Weekly Homework Tasks
Key Stage 2 Year

6

w/c 9.10.17

Homework books will be collected in on Monday and will be returned on Tuesday.
Please read aloud to an adult every day.
Reading
Please
record in your reading record book the pages that you have read each day.
Each child will take a
Remember to bring your book and reading record to school every day.
reading book home from
the reading wristband book
list

Comprehension

Maths
Please practise your
RNR facts ready for
your test on Friday.

Maths times
tables
Maths essential
knowledge

Spelling

For this week we would like you to practise questions that require you to make two
points or find two different things from the test. Read the extract from Robin Hood
and the Golden Arrow carefully and answer the questions about it. Make sure you
make two different points or give two different examples for each question.
Maths Rapid Recall: Target 6.1
Double any number with up to 1 decimal place.
This target is about being able to double a number with one decimal place, e.g.
Double 5.4 is 10.8
You could:
Ask: Which number did you double to get the answer 6.4 ? How do you know?
Practise using your test sheets in your homework book.
Practise your times tables – the timed times table test will be in Monday.

From now on, each week we will be giving you one maths fact which is part of the essential
knowledge that you will need to know. We may give you an activity or something to
practise this knowledge.
This week we would like you to revise prime numbers. Prime numbers are numbers that
only have factors of the number itself and 1. For example, the first prime number is 2 ‐ 2
can only be divided by 1 and itself, 2.
In your books, please write out all prime numbers up to 15. ( hint : there are 6 of them ).
.
Practise the next ten words in the list of year 5/6 words in your Reading records for a test
on Tuesday. Make sure you know what each word means.

